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ANTI-WAR PLAY
TO BE PRODUCED
BY BARD THEATRE
Winifred Carter's "Moloch"
Goes Into Rehearsal,
Directed By Bassage

STARTS DE:CEMIBER 4
Phoenician God Is Source
Of Title; Setting To Be
Designed By Drama
On Monday evening Winifred
Carter's "Moloch" went into rehearsal at the Bard Theatre. This is the
second big production of the season.
This three-act anti-war play was
produced in London with as its lead
Lewis Casson, who played Disraeli
n Victoria Regina.
The title has its source in a Phoenecian god, an idol of whom was
used for the sacrifice of children.
The stomach of the idol was a huge
furnace and the children laid on its
arms were tossed into the flames
to propitate Moloch's anger and to
satisfy his hunger.
In a statement to the press Mr.
Bassage said, HI have been searching for two years for a new antiwar play and of the many scripts I
have read in that time Moloch is
decisively the best playas well as
the one best adapted to production
n the Bard Theatre. It is not a
perfect play, but I believe it makes
a strong statement against war, and
s, at the same time, an effective
piece of entertainment."
It is to be a one set show with
the action taking place in the home
of a simple English family in a
small town. The two sons of the
family are called to war with the
result that the family is destroyed.
The setting is to be designed by
students in Drama One. And a
small amount of re-writing of the
original script is being done by this
same group.
The play is to open December
fourth and will have four performances. In all probability this play
will not go on the road due to transportation difficulties in winter.
----<0,----

PEACE BROADCAST
The United Students Peace Committee has just secured its first
nation-wide broadcast for Saturday,
November fourteenth, from ten to
ten-thirty, in the morning over the
National Broadcasting Company's
network.
This broadcast will be part of a
national movement of peace discussions to be held on campuses in
this country.
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Bard Achieves Notoriety
In Springfield
Bard is at last achieving notoriety even though it may not be
winning cross - country - and
amid the elegant marble and
bellhops of Springfield's Hotel
Kimball!
The propaganda resulted from
a lamb chop breakfast scheduled
for the cross-country team on its
arrival at Springfield.
The following morning found
all the elevators proclaiming in
white letters against a black velvet background: "9:30 Bard
Cross-Country Team Breakfast.
Room 209." On the same board
with such magnificence as a 7:30
breakfast for local Chevrolet
dealers and a wedding breakfast given by a certain Miss
Eden!

STUDENTS MEET
ON WORLD PEACE
Nature Of War Studied In
Dartmouth Seminar;
Many Interested
Student Peace Committee, uniting eleven organizations
prominent in work with undergraduates, plans to hold simultaneous
peace meetings on college campuses
throughout the country, Friday and
Saturday, November 13th and 14th.
A broadcast over a nationwide
hookup is scheduled as the climax
of the meeting, during which all
the groups will be addressed by
prominent peace leaders in the nation.
The proposed program of the
meeting is as follows:
1. World Peace Crisis.
Seminar discussions of the general threat to peace throughout the
world with emphasis on those danger spots which may provoke an
immediate outbreak of war, in Europe and the Far East.
2. Proposed Roads to Peace.
Discussion of government control
of munitions, taking the profit out
of war, ballot restrictions on the
war power, removal of international
economic grievances, the building
up of collective security, the enforcement of neutrality, and other
means of preserving the peace and
destroying the germs which breed
war.
3. Student Strategies.
Discussion of the removal of militarism in education, the Oxford
Pledge, the Anti-War Strike, and
cooperation between national and
international student groups for
creating a bulwark against the possibility of future wars, at home or
abroad.
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Vestiges of Middle Ages
Seen in Acolytes' Guild

CHILD GUIDANCE
TO BE STUDIED
AT CLINIC HERE
Local Maladjusted Children
Subjects For Research
By Psychology Dept.

Exhibition Of Paintings
At 0 r i e n t Galleries
Starting this week in the
Orient GaHel'y there will be an
exhibition of the color prints
from the Vanity Fa.ir Portfolio
()f Modern Paintings. The s e
prints, reproductions of which
ran for some time in Vanity Fair
magazine, were a recent gift to
the college.
Perhaps this show can be construed as Bard's contribution to
National Art Week. Throughout New York City stores are
exhibiting works by living artists in show windows. Even
Poughkeepsie is "art conscious."
To quote E. S. Williams "Fite
and I have sent some things
down to Poky. They're probably
decorating some plumber's window but it is pleasant to see
paintings and stuff around."

The psychology department is at
present working on plans for a
Child-Guidance Clinic to be established at Bard College for the treatment of _ maladjusted children in
Northern Dutchess County. Such a
clinic, it is hoped, will be mutually
beneficial both to the College and
to the community.
The psychiatrical and medical
work of such a clinic will be directed by Dr. S. C. Wolfe of the staff
of the Hudson River State Hospital
at Poughkeepsie, in conjunction
with Dr. Carpenter, and will provide complete medical examinations, and psychotherapeutic treatment for the children recommended
to it by the community health deScientific Research Work,
partments.
The clinic will keep in close conforeign Travel, Writing,
tact with the neighboring public
health officials and with courts and
Part
Winter's
state institutions: such as the Wassaic State School, the Hudson River
Program
State Hospital, and possibly the
New York State Vocational InstituNo sooner has the student been
tion. Dr. Harry Brown, Health relieved from the fear of the first
Commissioner of Tivoli, is especial- criteria sheet when he is faced by
ly enthusiastic over the prospect of the annual and inevitable question,
accompanied by the critical eye of
(Continued on Page 'fwo)
general advisor, of, "\Vhat to do in
- --- 0 - - - Reaading Per i 0 d." Prel.minary
Study Sheets reveal, however, that
definite plans and programs have
been considered and most members
of the student body are prepared
for the opportunity afforded them
for individual initiative and concentrated stUdy.
Mr. Bassage and his drama deOn Saturday evening, November partment are providing practical
fourteenth, the Bard Theatre will experience for students majoring in
present its first shop production of drama or for those with which
the year. The play is Lady Greg- drama is a related field. He plans
ory's "The Rising of the Moon."
to take his troupe to New York City
When interviewed, Mr. Bassage and offer its members opportunity
said, "Lady Gregory is one of the for acting, directing, and, in genmost important and most success- eral, assuming the responsibilities
ful of the Irish dramatIsts of recent which may be found on and off
years. The theatre here has never stage.
Dr. Obreshkove is to continue his
put on a show by so important a
dramatist. We tried to find the best research at the laboratories at Syone-act play that could be found racuse University and will require
and selected "The Rising of the the assistance of two sophomores
Moon." I believe it to be one of the and a freshman whose major work
six best one-acters ever written."
are in the field of biology. Two of
For many years this play has glands, evolution, embryology, xbeen in the repertory of the Abbey Obreshkove in the same manner
Players. It is concerned with an last year. Other students in this
Irish revolutionist attempting to field will make concentrated efforts
break through a police cordon. The in the direction of the endocrine
setting is a wharf in a sea-coast glands, evolution, embryology, exray, and similar aspects of biology.
town.
The play is being produced by Two zoologists plan to work and
Wallis Smith, who has also design(Continued on Page Two)
ed the set. In the cast are Peter
Hobbs, Hurd Hatfield, John Steinway and Frank Wigglesworth.
This production is being handled
entirely by students and is the first
of a series of three such "shop"
plays.
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VASSAR AND BARD

TO DEBATE HERE
ON ADVERTISING
Freshman Teams of Columbia And Forum To Ad ..
dress National Theatre
A debate with Vassar College
here on campus on the evening of
December second will inaugurate
the official forensic season of the
Forum.
The Vassar team will support the
affirmative of the question: "resolved that modern advertising is
detrimental to public welfare."
There will probably be two speakers on each side and the debate will
be closed by a forum discussion in
which the audience will be invited
to participate. This style of debate,
quite similar to the Oxford Union
style practiced by the English universities, has been employed by the
Forum in most of its debates last
year.
The debate will be held in Commons immediately after dinner as
part of the regular Wednesday evening Convocation meetings.
Debate With Columbia
The Freshman team of the Columbia University Debate Council
will debate the Freshman team of
the Forum at Columbia sometime
in December, probably on the seventeenth.
It has been planned to discuss the
question: "resolved that the federal
government should establisn a permanent National Theatre."
A return engagement on the part
of the Columbia team to the Bard
campus had been plannea for this
coming spring.
This will be the first occasion of
.a meeting between the Columbia
University and the Bard College debating teams.
Plans are now underway to make
arrangements for a home-to-home
debate between the varsity teams of
Columbia and Bard.
New Membership
At a recent meeting of the Forum,
tryouts for men interested in debating were held for membership
in the organization.
The candidates conducted a debate amongst themselves on the
question of government control of
electric utilities and were judged by
the regular members of the Forum.
A tentative list of men accepted
is as follows: Hugh F. Peters, Neil
I. Gray, Otto Kirchner-Dean, Lauren R. Reynolds, Jr., and Henry J.
Zellweger.
Final membership will depend
upon successful participation on the
part of the candidate in an intercollegiate debate or student discussion.

Independent Men Organize
At Wesleyan University

ROBERT WHITEHEAD
JOINS DRAMA DEPT. John Wesley Club Give Non-Fraternity Students "A
Ministers To The Cloth Work As Faithful Servants Of
Unity In College And Social Interests;" MoveRobert V. C. Whitehead, Jr., has
God While Remembering Alliegance To Local
ment Started Last Spring
joined the staff of the Bard TheaFeudal Bishop
tre as technical director and bUSIBard's org-a-n-iz-a-t-io-n- of non-frat-t -T-h-e-J-o-h-n-W-e-~l-e-~-C-l-u-b-in-a-.-ll-it-s

.-----------------------------

By JOHN A. SCHULTZ
general plan of the services, the alEver since man first extended his tar boy, or acolyte, must be cognizhand in friendly clasp with another ant of the seasonal changes in the
of the species~to prove he was un- services, and must have a certain
armed~he has perpetuated the ob- intuitive perception of the modus
servance of certain customs and operandi should things go wrong.
manners. T~day in our ~ocial com- ; On the Bard campus the Acolytes'
~er~e. we clmg to pl'act~ces whose Guild exists in name only. Liberal
sl~mfl?an~e has long smce gone. is the college, liberal is the Church,
Ll~ewlse m ~I:e Church there has but there exists no more autocratic
arl~en a tradltlo~ of good mB;nners organization than the Acolytes'
~hlCh has been lllcorporated m the Guild. Full power in matters exerItual. But here w.e h3;ve no s~am,! cutive rests in the chubby hands of
fO.r a deep symbolIsm IS associated the Sacristan. When the present
With each act.
incumbent of this office first arDefense or expositi~n cannot be rived on campus, he was dubbed the
made he:e. But many m the college "Bishop" in deference to his episcocommumty have w~:mdered about pal proportions. Since he now has
the chapel ceremomal - perhaps assumed the post of Sacristan the
about the persons who perform it, nomenclature has proven no't to
ergo this dissertation on the Minis- have been presumptuous.
ters to the Cloth.
In charge of the vestments sacServing at the altar is no mere red vessels, and all the app~rten
execution of a changeless pattern
of procedure. Besides learning the
(Continued on Page Three)

ness manager. Mr. Whitehead was
active in the Theater Intime, the
undergraduate theatre at Princeton,
when he was a student there.
For the past three years, Mr.
Whitehead has been engaged in
business. Previous to that he had
worked with the University Players
at West Falmouth la Massachusetts
when that company included Margaret Sullavan, Henry Fonda and
James Stewart-now in moving pictures~and Bretaigne, Windust, Mildred Natwick, Joshua Logan, Myron McCormick and Katherine
Emery, now prominent it: the Ne-N
York theatre. He has also worked
with the University Repertc.ry Theatre, a winter stock company, in
Baltimore and with the summer
theatre at Spring Lake, New Jersey. Howard Miller who played the
lead in the Bard Theatre's production of "A Church Mouse" was, at
that time, the leading man in the
Spring Lake company.

ernity men is not dissimilar to a' ~undamental prmclples and ld~als
.
. ,
IS analogous to the Non-SOCiety
hke movement takmg place m some Association on this campus. The
of the other colleges of the coun- two organizations are especially
try. The most recent of such activ- similar in respect to their rules reities which has come to light is the garding membership. To quote
John Wesley Club of Wesleyan Uni- from article 1 of the constitution of
versity in Middletown, Conn.
the John Wesley Club we find, "All
This organization, formed last Wesleyan non-fraterl1:ity undergradSpring, is for the purpose of "giving u.ates shall automatIca!ly be c.onthe independent men a unity in col- s~dered membe~s. of thiS ~rgam~a
lege and social interests, and by tlOn .. '. the prlvIlege of dls~usslOn
this unity to benefit the club mem- and votmg shaH not be WIthheld
bers and the university." The club from any mem~er of the ~Iub."
takes part in all intramural activ- Henc.e the questlOl1: of who IS. or
ities and the annual interfraternity who 1~ not an orgamzed non-society
play contest. In common with the man IS settled once and for all on
fraternities it has two representa- the Wesleyan campus.
tives in the college senate, giving it
Financial Arrangement
a vo!ce in call1;pus affairs. For a
Perhaps the most unusual aspect
meetmg place, It has a new struc- of the John Wesley Club is the unitur~ calle~ the Downey Hou~e, que arrangement developed by Its
whlCh prOVides ample quarters for members for the collcetion of dues
all the activities of the organiza'
tion.
(Continued on Page Three)
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will be continued throughout the the Rev. William Zisch, '28, Fritz
winter on Mondays, Wednesdays, Schnel, '29, the Rev. William Good,
and Friday afternoons at six '32, Hamilton Craboe, '32, Arthur
o'clock, Among the attractions are Kent, '35, Herbert Dienst, '35, RichThe Glee Club ofColumbia Uni- planning for the decoration of the basketba ll on Mondays and Wed- ard Frost, '36, Gordon Hopf, '36, and
nesdays, with vigorous exercises Wilton Moore Lockwood.
department.
versity will pres ent a concert toIt is ex pected that, not only will and volley ball on Fridays to make
The Next Dinner
---- - - night to the student body in the this Clinic present mutual benefits the week-ends uncomfortable.
Ell RIC H ARD H . R ovERE
dining commons at 6:45, directly to both the community and the ColThe next alumni dinner will be
(Cha irman, A. S. U J
after dinner . The entire group lege', but that it will also aid and
ProGfessor Davidson, Mr. Artinian, held at the Columbia University
The month of December has been numbers thirty-six members inMr. enzmer, and Mr . Qualey at- Club, 4 West 43d Street, New york
by the federated organ- eluding five soloists. There will be be aided by th e proposea regional tended the regional conference and
des ifmated
City, on Thursday, November 12.
~
survey of Dutchess County to be dl' nner of.. the A m e rl' can A SSOCI'at'o
n The dinner will be partly in the nal'zatl'on"~ cOlnprising the American sung, in addition to the classical conducted by the hi story and eco- f Unl'versl't
Professors held I at
Youth Cong ress for a concentrated music, two songs of Columbia Col0
.y
ture of a reunion of the Class of
drive for action leading to the en- lege, "Sans souci ," and "Stand Col- nomics departments.
Skidmore College, Saratoga Springs, 1936.
actment of the Amci:ican Youth lege , "Sans Souci," a nd "Stand Col- - -0 - - - -·
on October thirty-first. They visitAlbert A. Rose, '33, was married
Act.
Conductor, Lawrence Rasmussen
I ed the Spa while there and Mr.
on
October 2 at the Riverside
Qualey
reports
that
the
buildings
In the colleges [.nd universities and Thomas P. Scherman, the acthe American Student union, a I companists. Mr. Beveridge is Asso~ossess t~at extraordinary draught- Church in New York City. James
member of the Youth Congress, will , ciate Professor of Music at Colummess WhICh all new cement struc- Everett, '33, was best man. Mr. and
Mrs. Rose will reside at 3656 J ohnundoubtedly play a promment role bia and also directs the Barnard
(Continue~ F-rom -;age One)
t:ures inherit.
in presenting the Youth Act to stu- Glee Club and the University Chapel
Mr. and Mrs. Williams spent the son Avenue, Riverdale, N . Y. Our
dent bodies. Petition s will be circu- Choir.
Course On War
. past week-end in Toledo, Ohio, at- congratulations and best wishes to
lated, Youth Act meetings and plays
This organization has sung in
Dartmouth undergraduates are tending the wedding of the former's them both.
The Rev. John R. Archdeacon, '74,
will be sponsored and delegates will several colleges in the vicinity of now offered a non-credit course on brother; who is also an architect.
be instructed to attend outside New York and has given concerts the cause, cost and consequences of
Dr. Sanford attended a meeting who has been living until recently
meetings in the communities to se- to special parties or country clubs. war, led by prominent members of in Alban~ of state registrars on No- at Washington. New Jersey, has
now moved to Chester, Pa. His adcure endorsement for the bill. Pre- The singers have come to Bard ' the faculty. The nature of modern vember fIfth.
senting the significance of the act through the efforts of the Faculty- warfare will be carefully examined, I Dr. Phalen spent this past week dress is c/o M . C. Doughan, 344
and its Dower to cope with the so- Student Social Committee, which and the obstacles, which must be end at Tufts College where the Kerlin Street, Chester, Pa.
Through Ken Townsend, '28, we
cial and -economic plight of youth in has just been organized this fall.
removed before international peace double celebration of Alumni Day
all groupings will be the desired obT~e committee is composed of the may rest on a solid foundation will a nd his daughter's twenty-first learn that Dr. Harry Dillin, '28, in
jectives.
preSidents of the four classes, and be studied.
birthday will absorb his attention. addition to being professor of mathThe American youth Act, as in- Dr. Upton, Messrs. Voorhees, AckThe class will consist of weekly
Mr. Genzmer's review of the com- ematics at Linnville College, Mctroduced into the Seventy-fourth to special parties for country clubs. two-hour sessions wit~ lect~res fol- ' pleted "Dictionary of American Bio- Minnville, Oregon, is also Treasurer
Congress by Senator Elmer Benson ulty. It is this group which was re- lowe? by general ~llscusslOn. Ac- graphy," in which he IS one of the of the College. Moreover, he IS
and Representative Thomas Amlie, sp0.nsibl~ for the Je~seye Choir, cordmg to .the. Dady Dartmouth, contributors, appeared in the Octo- married and has just become a
purports to provide " (1) A system which, lIke the Columbia Glee Club, lecturers Will mclude Professors ber thirty-first issue of "Nation." father.
of vocational training and employ- form part of a series of "Wednes- Bruce Knight, Francois Denoeu,
_ _ _-{)__ __
Dr. J. Wallace Page, Jr., '29, unment on public enterprises for the day After-Dinner Programs." The R a mon Guthrie, \Vayne Stevens, Al- :
til recently instructor in chemistry
purpose of providing work at trade- comI?ittee's plan is to have such en- bert Demaree, Donald Stone, Lew !
a t New College, Columbia Univerunion wages for youth between the tertamment on alternate Wec:1es- Stillwell, Herbert West, William
sity, has just been appoin<;ed Assistages of 16 and 25. (2) 1<'or the aid days. It is open to suggestions from Robinson, Harold Tobin and George
ant Professor in the College of Edof needy students: high school, vo-, '.he students for future attractions. Thomas. Dr. Colin Stewart will lecAlumni ClUb Dinner
I ucation,
Department of University
cational, undergraduate anc. grad- -.
ture on "Medical Aspects of War."
A number of old friendships were Schools, Ohio State UniverSity, Couate college students. (3) For the hand the antics ot tbe United States
The class is the result of a peti- renewed on Thursday night, Octo- lumbus, Ohio. His home address is
democratic administratIOn of the Senate.
tion by Paloeopitus, Dartmouth stu1978 Suffolk Road Upper Arling
Act by local commissions composed
Fi~e. Arts offer a. ~ertile fi~ld. b~ dent governing society, to the ad- ber 17, at the alumni dmner at the ton, Columbus, Ohi~. He extends ~
of representatives of youth, trade- provldmg. opportumtIe.s fo~ m.dlvl- ministration last spring, and the Columbia University Club. For the cordial inVitation to alumni passing
unions social service and educa- dual creation. One artist WIll eIther general vote of the student body re- first time the faithful alumni of through Columbus to Visit him.
tional 'and consumer ~rganizations. ~tudy at the A~t Stude.nts' League questing such a course at the peace the classes since 1930 were outnumThe Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
The passage of the American l~ New York City or Will be an as- rally in April, 1936.
P. Maslin, '96, on a furlough from
youth Act and the substitution of sl~tant to a I?urahst and. a~other
0
be red by those who had graduated China, visited College during Octothe more representative administra- ~11l extend. hiS talents wlthm .the i
in the 20's or earlier.
ber. Mr. Maslin is in charge of the
tion for the present National Youth field of fashion a~d costum~ deSIgn.,
At the dinner the new alumni American Church Mission at Han0
trustee, Mr. E. A. ",idman, '99, was kow, China.
Administration would undoubtedly T.w students wIll delve m~o the
affect every phase of the national history, theory, and practIce of
.
Professor Robert D. Williams,
life. Its expense would be mitigated music and will emerge with original \
____
mtroduc~d, and Dr. S~ear, '11 , told
who attended College from 1898-99,
in large part by an inevitaole de- compositions and. recitals.
Princeton, N . J.-Financial diffi-' one of hIS famous storIes.
crease in crime brought about by
T~e ~inte~ FIeld and Readin~ ; culties have forced national officers
Present at the dinner were 1<'. J. visited campus recently. He is prosecurity for youth. Political dem- PerlOd 1S deSIgned for the benefIt of the Veterans of Future Wars to Hopson, '85, E. A. Sidman, '99, the fessor of psychology at Ohio State
agogy as represented by such men of ~he individual student. It em- shut up shop temporarily. In a let- Rev. Dr. E. H . Spear, '11, the Rev. University, Columbus, OhIO.
H. R. Ostrom, '95, is living at 19
as Father Coughlin Rev. Gerald bod1es a two-fold purpose, namely, ter released to 500 local posts, Charles Armstrong, '14, H. N. GifSmith would lose it~ appeal for a that of furnishing the student with Thomas Riggs, Jr., '37, treasurer, ford , '24, Dr. David Stewart, '24, A. Verona Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.
group whose opportunity would . the prac~ical expe~ience which is. so reported:. "Our. enemi~s ~tand at'~. Everett, '24,. F. Hobar~ Wal~er,
Two subscriptions to the Alumni
make them inaccessible to fascist helpful m later hfe, and allowmg bay; our 1mmedlate objectives have 25, the Rev. C. Lawson Willard, 25, Fund have come in recently. One
appeal. The military would no long- the student to divert from the usual been reached." 'Lnen, sounding a the Rev. C. W. McLean, '25, R. P. was from the Rev. Dr. Karl Reiland,
er hold a promise for blind adven- clas~room st~d~ ~o con.centrate on tragic note, "Today finds our war McGerri~le, '2?, John Babcock, :26, '00, and the other from the Rev. H.
ture to youth profitably engaged in spec1al and md1vldual mterests.
chests almost empty. Because of John Milton, 27, John Myers, 28, L. Cawthorne, '78.
work for which they were suited
0
this financial condition your Na- '
·
I C ounCI'1 f m
' d s I't necess~ry f or ..
; ...•..
'IHI'..Io<I.....HlI""....•........""....'+1......~.....·It
.. ++ ... of +"''''''''''1'1'1 II 11 ..... of '11'.'" '1"1. of .............. ,
t IOna.
and which they enjoyed.
"
The Bard Chapter of the Amerithe tIme to suspend operatIOn of
can Student Union will press for I
I t~e office. here." The Na~J0t}-al Ofendorsements and action in favor
~Ice prOI~llses to reopen With the
of the Youth Act on tu.s campus.
.
mtroductlOn of unrestricted penInformation concerning the Youth
sion bills by our brother veterans
PRESSING AAlJ> REPAIRING
Act will be supplied and the A. S. U.
(Continued From Page One)
and/o~ whet}- a major war, likely to
will sponsor a youth act discussion
embroll thls country, overtakes
Tri. Weekly Service-Monday, Wednesday, Friday
in the near future.
. such a cooperative plan. Both he ~urope:" As ~ ~arning to vigilance
o
and the Red Hook officials have ' m the mtermlsslOn, posts are cauBeckwith Company, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
promised to give the Clinic their ut- tioned to "see that war does not
most support in obtaining essential come until we are paid off."
Bard's Oldest Cleaner
data and case histories.
0
~
'
The Clinic ~ill be cond,!cted eith---er once or tWlCe a month m the psyCampus Agent-JOHN SINGER
(Continued F-rom Page Olle)
chology department, transformed
.
mechanically and decoratively to
Faculty gymnasIUm classes wer~
S. Hoffman 6
study at the American Museum of meet children's requirements, and resumed on Mond~y afternoon, No I
Natural History in New York City. to provide absolute comfort and in- vember second. Like last year, tney ... + I .... 1'.................." ... 11 I of•• 1'1'.' I • I • I 1 rt J I J •• I • I I I I I I J I J I
I Travel is by no means being neg- formality to the serious work of
•
lected. Itineraries stretch from trop- psychology classes have been acical jungles to the jungles of Paris. tively engaged in preparations for
COURTNEY'S
One man will study the history of such a project. At a recent Psychothe Dutch Colonial System while logy Journal Club meeting, the protraveling in France, Holland, and ceedure of case study was presented
England; another wul work as a by Milton Kennaugh and was later
steward on one of the MediterranPoughkeepsie, N. Y.
ean steamship lines ; and still another will struggle through underFaithful Servants to Bardians
growth and among boa-constrictors
as assistant photographer for an
The third meeting of the Science
expedition of the Cornegie Founda- Club, whose membership has risen
Campus Representative
tion, seeking out Mayan excava- to approximately twenty-five stu.JOHN SINGER
tions. Complementary to this travel dents, was held on Wednesday evewill be a student working in a New ning, November fourth.
S. Hoffman 6
York travel agency, telling naive
The meeting was well attended,
tourists where to go, how to get and pictures were shown dealing
there, and how not to be cheated with traumatic surgery, that branch ~nRnDimUllnnllnnIlIlIlHDUlnnllllllllllll!ll1lllllllllnmllnnlllmllllllllllllnll"'mIlIlIP~
by the vendors after having arrived. of surgery which de a I s with ~
~
In the field of literature, scholar- wounds. Dr. Stoller gave interest- ~
~
Iy work will concern Sinclair Lewis, ing explanatory talks on the pic- §
~
Eugene O'Neill, the Russian natur- tures.
i=_
~-=§ I
alists and realists, and the German
The Science Club will meet again
romanticists. Parts of the Iliad and next Wednesday, at which time ~
~
selections from Plato will be trans- more films will be shown.
~
~
lated by Dr. Harry's Greek stu~
~
dents. One freshman will write a
~
ii
novel and a sophomore hopes to ob~
of
~i
tain work with one of the radical
~
~
periodicals in New York City.
~
~
History, Sociology, ana EconomRED HOOK, N. Y.
lcs open a large sphere of study.
=
~
Projects include the history of the
~
~
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CHILD GUIDANCE
TO BE STUDIED
AT .CLINIC HERE

Quality Cleaning And Dyeing

. PROJE·CTS
VARIED
FOR FIELD 'PERIOD

FACULTY NOTES

I

LAUNDRY

·ANNOUNCING

TRAUMATIC SURGERY

the

First

National Bank

RED COACH
TAVERN

Bard College

i

I

=_~BUSINESS

FEATURES
Counter Service
Cakes and Pies baked to
order
Tea Room

Co-operative
?ost Road-Red Hook
& NEW ACCOUNTS'=_-'
United States, movements
the history inof the
the
=
British Working Class, a survey of
Southern Fri ed Chicken
1_
the use of propaganda in the Unit=
=
ed States, and a study of the history
C
I
SOLICITED
1_=
and significance of the Fascistic
Steak
hops
a
movements in Germany. Two stu$!III
E
dents will work in an advertising
Beer-Liquor-Wine
firm and an investment house. An)
"IT PAYS TO BE THRIFrY"!
aspiring politician will reside in 1....______........._,......- __
==
Washington, D. C., and study first
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PANZER TRIUMPHS
OVER BARD TEAM
BY THREE GOALS
Home Team Holds Own For
Sixty-Five Minutes

On Saturday, November seventh,
the Panzer College soccer team defeated the Bard eleven at East
Orange, N. J., by a 3-0 score. A
light drizzle made footing msecure,
the ball slippery and the action
slower than usual. For Panzer,
Madjeski converted a penalty kick
in the first quarter, while Nortn
tallied twice in the final period.
The home team had a slight edge
over Bard throughout the first
quarter which was only questioned
when Scott's long Doot down field
was picked up by Sharp. The latter
(Continued From Page One)
passed to Burnett in front of the
goal but the ball was interce pted by I which is usually an important probtain of the Jersey team, booted lem in any college organization.
came with four minutes of the quar- By this arrangement a tax of $2.50
ter remaining as Campi tello, cap- is added to the college bill for each
tain of the Jersey team, booted semester. This money, like the con-

INDEPENDENT MEN
ARE ORGANIZED AT
WESLEYAN UNIVER.

[I

8

Increasing in n~mber are the grad I
MIDDLE '~
uates of AmerlCan colleges across
the footlights. Leading the list is
~
the brilliant past of "Idiots' Delight," in which Alfred Lant, once
of Parroll College, Aukeska, Wis.,
(Contlnuea From Page One)
desports himself. Bretaigne Winances of worship, the Bishop treats
dust, director of "Idiots' Delight,"
his inanimate charges with tendergraduate from Princeton. With
Charles Leatherbee, he started the ness and love. Not so with his acoUniversity Players Guild fro m lytes. It is a privilege to serve at
which came Kent Smith, Margaret the altar and the privilege is grantSullavan, James Stewart, Mildred ed with care
Natwick, Joshua Logan and others.
. .
Meanwhile Louis Jean Heyde,
Woe betide the acolyte who fails
erstwhile of Dartmouth, does things to appear at Mass when scheduled.
in "Pre-Honeymoon;' while Philip His is the unhappy lot of ariSing
Reed's name, Cornell, '29, appears betimes on a Saturday morning to
in the cast of "Reflected Glory."
.
Sidney Kingsley, in "Dead End," serve. Then too, there IS no hope
held the Cornell University state for the altar boy who tries to folscholarship at one time, graduating low the provincial ways of exhiblin 1928. Monty Woolley, trick-out tionist Percy Dearmer. "Fortescue
with the name of Serge! Alexand- has codified the rite, and Fortescue
rovitzh in "On Your Toes," taught must be followed."
drama at Yale before the auvent of
Were this the middle ages the
Professor Baker. This is Woolley's servers would be said to have redebut as an actor. George Abbott, ceived minor tonsure or to have at"Boy Meets Girls," spends many tained to minor orders. The servers
hours both with Baker and at Har- of today seek neither recognition
vard. Robert Williams, appearing nor reward, but are grateful for
in "Lend Me Your Ears," covered their privilege and only hope that
New York (NSFA)-Prominent in his with the traditional partmouth their sacrifice may be acceptable to
Varieties column are recent A.B. earmuff until 1927.
Him whose will they seek to do.

within twenty feet of the Bard goal. vocation ' dues at" Bard, is collected
The ball went wide by inches. Two through the office of the college
minutes later a penalty kick was treasurer. All students, regardless
called against the Red and vVhite of fraternal affiliation, pay tnis tax.
for the use of hands and was After collection, the money payed
promptly converted by Madjeski for in by the fraternity members is
the first score of the game.
turned over to the respective houses
At the beginning of the second of the payees. Also, If 'a man beperiod, Burnett slipped by two Pan- comes a pledge to a fraternity after
zer men and dribbled towards their the beginning of the semester, his
goal. He passed to VVeissberger who money, likewise, is turned over to
sent the ball across the field to which ever fraternity he chooses.
Sharp. The latter's return passed The remainder of the money is
in front of the uprights before any placed at the disposal of the John
of the forwards could reach it and Wesley Club, to be used as tllat 01'kick it in. The Bard team continued ganization sees fit, except that no
to dominate the play for the re- member of that organization shall
mainder of the quarter but was un- ; be discriminated against in any acable to push across a score.
tivitles because of his failure to
Early in the third quarter Robson meet this tax. If anyone can not
meet the tax all he has to do is to
(Continued on Page Five)
apply to the treasurer for reim- 0' -bursement within one month after
payment.
At the present time the club has
a membership of 130, which is a
very good showing considering .he
strong position of fraternities at
Wesleyan.
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MANY COLLEGE GRADS.
NOW ACTING ON STAGE
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-Irs a Liqht Smoke!
Guard that throat!
Block that cough ... that raw irritation ... reach for
a light smoke ... a Lucky! Whether. you're shouting,
ind cheering the team, or just talking and singing and laughing at home, there's a tax on your
throat you can hardly ignore. So when choosing
your smoke, it pays to think twice. Reach for a
light smoke... a Lucky... and get the welcome throat
protection that only Luckies offer-the exclusive
protection of the process, "It's Toasted." Next
time you go places, take plenty of Luckies. They
not only taste good, but keep tasting good all
day long ... for Luckies are a light smoke - and a
light smoke leaves a clear -throat-a clean taste.

* * NEWS FLASH! * *
III've only missed sending in my
entry 3 times" -Sailor
Uncle Sam's sailors find time to try their
skill in Your Lucky Strike "Sweepstakes." Seaman Spangenberger of
the U. S. S. Mississippi, an enthusiastic
"Sweepstakes" fan, writes: "I've only
missed sending in my entry three times
-I mail them whenever the ship is in
American waters."
Have ~ entered yet? Have you won
your delicious Lucky Strikes? Tune in
"Your Hit Parade"-Wednesday and
Saturday evenings. Listen. judge, and
compare the tunes-then try Your
Lucky Strike" Sweepstakes."
And if you're not already smoking
Luckies, buy a pack today and try them.
Maybe you've been missing something.

NO PENALTIES FOR
THROATS I
-It's a light smoke

in

If you're hoarse at the
game, it won't be from
smoking •.. if yours is ~
light smoke-a Lucky.
When the man with the
bosket yells "cigars,
cigarettes,"yell back for
~ light smoke ... yell
"Luckies ("

OF RICH,

- lilT'S TOASTED"
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OUR GOVERNMENT NO LONGER
A POLICEMAN ...
WE may consider last week's election returns as a
tremendous public reaction to a powerful personality. On the other hand we can see in this vote
a tendency on the part of the public to regard the
American government as something besides a hired
policeman of a minority class.
The United States once was a land of opportunity-the western plains, growing industry, foreign
markets, California gold, railroads to be built, land
speculation, a shortage of human energy. If you
were alive _ and on your ,t oes you could join the
scramble. and perhaps emerge with a fair sized fortune. If you didn't it was your own faull.
A government in such a society has but one purpose: to preserve general order and protect private
property. It is a policeman which assures the people the opportunity to ge~ rich, and once a particular
citizen makes his "pile," the government guarantees
that the property won't be taken away.
At first property was a general or public good
which could become the part of anyone's estate.
But slowly property became concentrated into the
hands of a small part of the American population,
and finally it became an outright monopoly. Railroads, factories, utilities, food supplies, land, all fell
under the control of successful financeers or corporations. Opportunity was no longer a part of the
American scene but became merely another commodity cornered by the more prosperous of our distinguished citizens.
All this time government continued its role of
policeman guarding property and preserving order.
But property had taken on a different meanmg and
had become a very private monopoly, and our government, hoisted on the band-wagon, took on rather
private aspects itself.
Government, however, is supposed to function
for the welfare of the public weal - at least in a
Democracy such as ours. It preserves order, yes, so
that all the people may live in peace; it protects
property, yes, so that all the people may live in material security. Government should be a public force
in this country to protect the social and economic
welfare of the American people; it should not become
a class institution.
The realization of this real function of the American government on the part of its citizens made itself apparent in the elections of November third .
The people had two choices before them. First, they
could f"ive their support to a government dedicated
towards perpetuating private mtcrests in favor of
public welfare. Secondly, they could support a government which would champion the common rights
of the ordinary citizen. There is little question about
what the citizen today demand:'l of his represent.ative~
at Washington.

o

EDITORIAL POLICY •••
THE propriety and even the right to print political
opinions in the editorial columns of THE BARDIAN
has been questioned by some stuaents. They argue
that editorial comment should be confined to campus
affairs entirely.
We agree that an editorial page should not be
completely devoted to "foreign" discussion. But we
are not inclined to believe that we should play ringaround-the-rosy with campus gossip and scares.
If a student cause or any other development
arises on campus which merits serious attention, we
shall be the first to consider it and if necessary, become its champion. We shall try to refrain, however,
from rising to every cry of alarm and complaint uttered by our college brethren.
In the meantIme, we are here not merely to reflect student and faculty opinion, but to set forth
some of our own. Thus our editorials, we trust, will
not always go towards confirming college opinion but
ra~.ler will serve as a stimulus to independent and
individual thought.
If we step outside the bounds of our campus we
do it with a purpose. We believe that the student
ShOUld be as intimately concerned with national and
international affairs as he is with the social organization of his college. . Hence we feel ourselves fully
justified when we not only discuss politics but take
a definite political stand.

William Randolph Hearst, a publisher who occasionally dabbles in politics, predicted a Landon victory because he depended "on the common-sense of
the American People." James Farley, high gear in
the Democratic transmission, knew that Roosevelt
would carry the nation because he also depended on
the common-sense of the American People. Roosevelt was elected. Proving that we can depend on
the common-sense of the American People.
When Maine went Republican in September, America's big business men shouted "As
Maine goes, so goes the nation," and they clapped their pudgy hands with gleeful expectation. These same business men are now
wringing those very same hands in tearful
desperation. They want to know which is
wrong-Maine or the nation? Even the Literary Digest Poll betrayed them. The Literary
Digest gave thirty-two of the forty-eight states
to Landon, claiming at the same time that it
is a fair poll, the ballotee being selected impartially from the L.D. mailing list. Assuming
that this is a true statement, we can gaze askance at the subscribers of the L.D. "We may
not have reached a representative cross-section of the population in distributing the
ballots," Mr. Funk, editor of the magazine,
discreetly observes.
Roosevelt is president. So what? What will it
mean to college stUdents- youth in general? It seems
quite plausible to imagine that the administration
will discover some hitherto unknown panacea for
adolescent aches and pains. That is, that may seem
plausible to Roosevelt rooters. However, I'll commit
myself only to say that youth probably will not be
neglected as completely under Roosevelt as they
would have been under "Land-a-job Landon." The
president at least told the youth to dream new
dreams, or something. Likewise, from the scientific
approach of predicting the future from past experience, we can point out to the skeptics such attempts
as the C.C.C. and the .I. •• Y .A., inadequate as they may
be. One can not be certa in in which direction Roosevelt will slide-whether he will continue his quasiliberal trend or whether he will, now that he has
succeeded in attracting the vote of the progressives,
make concessions to the right. The burden lies with
the radicals who, witn a tight left rein, may perchance keep our gaUant leader from following to
closely the lure of Wall Street.
Landon buttons have apparently been called out of circulation by the Republican· National Committee for they are now as scarce
as Stalinites at a church bizarre. But there
has emerged a new button, white with the
inscription in red letters, "McNaboe Wants
Me." And having the complete courage of my
convictions, I bore one of those red and white
buttons upon my left lapel, feeling sure that
McNaboe did want me. No sooner had I pinned that little button on my breast when I
was accosted by some stUdents who asked,
"Who's this fellow McNobie?" .. "McNaboe," I'd
say, and would dissertate on the subject "Who
Is McNaboe?" Another fellow inquired, "Why
does this guy McNooboy want you?" (and he
seemed to sneer when he said "you.") and
thenceforth he was enlightened to the degree
that he learned why McNaboe wants me, a
red, a Bolshevik, a Rooshan, an alien. In order that McNaboe butten-wearers may continue their scholarship without unaue interruption from inquisitive, uninformed colleagues, we hereby briefly outline "McNaboe:
Who Is He And What Does He Want With
Me?" McNaboe alias McNobie alias McNooboy
is a New York State Senator; he recently acquired several thousand dollars to investigate
red activities in colleges; he is trying to do
just that. He favors compulsory R.O,T.C. and
student and teachers allegiance oaths. He
would, given the opportunity, smash any liberal faction on any campus. Realizing that
he is engaged in far fare against freedom in
education, we suggest that the students of
Bard and all other colleges attach an anvil to
his neck and toss Senator McNaboe into the
East River.
The weather being rather fine of late, it is only
fit and proper that students and faculty take advantage of the surrounding nature with walks, drives,
and bicycling into proximate territories. Turn down
the corner of your anthology and lay it away on the
shelf; these are no days for study. Only too soon
there will be sleet and slush, when one will have to
put on gaiters, overshoes, or what have you (I haven't
anything; the depression hit me) even to get one's
mail. Yes, take heed while ye may, while the sun
still shines, and while the ground is walkable. Be·
sides, criteria sheets won't be out for another seven
weeks.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Spanish Students
This letter was published in the
Student Advocate, official publication oj the American Student Union,
and is now appearing in many
school and college papers.-Edi tor.

I tainly they are not wrong in thinking that conventional reserve is a
l· sterile
attitude. It is mainly a deI

fen~e. o.f one's o~n petty, selfish
eqUIlIbrIUm. It Will. not ac c~pt ~ny
fundamental so c I a I obh%atIon.
Whateve~ els~ we may thmk ~f
Com.mumsm, It does perfor~ thiS
s.ervlCe ~o m~n . It enables hl~ to
hye outsld.e hlmsel~ and to associate
himself With a .soclal ~lUrp?Se. T?e
Oxford Group IS m~k~ng, m a .dlff~rent manner, a slI~lllar contrl~u
tIOn. We m3;y que~tIOn the purlt.y
of the" Group s ~otI:ves, but that It
does change hves and does attract men an? wome~ .there is no
doubt . . Organ~zed rehgIOn has become .mcreasm~ly neglected, b:cau se It has failed to supply thiS
group life. Church-going is no challenge to the individua l, tithing a
m~te of on~'s fortun~s is no test of
faith. It IS ~ot sCI.ence that. has
weakened behef. It IS tfie laSSitude
of Christians themselves. Many
good and valuable p~o.ple are .turne? elsewhere for religIOUS s~tIsfac ..
tlO.n . . They have found pubhc worship often an excuse or cover for
I ck of a v·t I
t'
f 'r .
a.
1 a . p~ac lCe 0
re l~pun .
L.lttle wonder IS It that only .rltual
~hlet.tantes and o~hers of a?tIquarIan mterest remam. !he tIme has
c0!lle f~r ~he re-creation of fellowShip, ~Ithl.n. the. Church, for real
Chr~st~an hVl?g m place of present
Christian posmg.
D.O.P.

Two months have passed since
the Spanish people first took up
arms to fight for the defense of the
democratic Republic, assailed by a
handful of generals, traitors to their
word and to the Republic. The
forces of reaction, representing obscurantism and intellectual poverty,
have risen up against the Spain of
progress and of culture.
Unanimous was the reply of the
Spanish people to thIS provocation.
The people's militia - the lawful
forces of the lawful government of
the Republic have driven back the
re bels who 'cannot hope to save
themselves, despite the shameful
aid proferred them from certain
quarters.
The Spanish intellectuals--Ortega
y Gasset, Menendez Pidal, Juan,
Ramon Jiminez _ have proclaimed
.
their unreserved support for the
Government. In contrast, one of
the most famous leaders of the
rebels is General Mola, notorious
ifor having caused the bombard'm ent of the Faculty of MedlCine at
San Carlos during the last days of
th
onar~hy.
e m
Two worlds have risen up, one
against the other: the sombre, decadent past, seeking in vain to proI long its doomed existence;
in face
of it, the living, constructive future ,
the vital force of the Spanish peo- To the Editor of THE BARDIAN:
We read your dream editorial,
ple, entering upon a new stage in
their life of civilization and crea- "my country Tis"; and all we can
sa y is that it certainly is not. We
tive achievement.
In this tremendous struggle, the do like your imagination; but that
Spanish students, determined to de- phrase about a consolidated Europe
fend the cultural forces of their was really more than we expected.
My dear sir, we prefer this poor
country, are fighting with ardor
and courage in the ranks of the de- little island to your anarchic world.
fenders of democracy. The FED- There is some possibility of achieveERAL UNION OF SPANISH STU- ment if we lend our efforts to desDENTS has already paid tribute to erts and floods, instead of our
the inhuman civil war brought on money to Europe.
We dare suggest that the United
by the factious generals. Emilio de
la Loma, one of the best of the old States refrain from playing with
guard, Juanito Marcos, Torres . . . amateurish hands in the maze of
All fell like heroes in the defense live wires of European diplomacy.
of liberty and the Republic, In the We say once clipped twice shy, and
vanguard and reargua rd alike, our demand preparedness t h l' 0 ugh
comrades are giving proof of their strong neutrality.
The United States can spend its
self sacrifice and heroism.
time more profitably in developing
The struggle taking place in h er friendship with South AmeriSpain cannot be considered as an can countries, than in antagonizing
. isolated problem, having no effect ambitious dictators.
I upon the immediate future of the
The consolidated states of North
entire world. It is world peace and .south America offer a more
which is being fought out on the r easonable possibility than the conbattlefields of Spain; the cultural solidated states of Europe; and as
future of mankind is at stake. The for tensile strength we prefer the
youth of Spain are fighting with two continents of the western hemadmirable heroism for a worthier isphere.
and a happier life, defending the
STARS and STRIPES.
future against those who unknowingly aspire to change the historic
destiny of a human community.
Students of every country! Intel- To the Editor of THE BARDIAN:
lectuals!
Some very kind person once said
Stop the interventionists! Give that criticism is a "pointing out of
your moral and effective support to the characteristic excellencies of a
the epic struggle of the Spanish ' thing." Mr. Webster, in his dictionpeople! Send arms, money, techni- ary, backs him up by writing:
cal and medical supplies to the law- "criticism-the art of judging and
ful government of Spain. Organize defining the merits of a . . . work."
commissions and inquiries which Both of these definitions seem to
will proclaim before the civilized have been overlooked in the general
world the truth about Spain.
type of criticism circulating about
The FEDERAL UNION OF campus.
SPANISH STUDENTS, in the name
The constant negative harping
of the student youth, are counting upon the faults of this, that and the
upon you for this, and pled$e you other has reached a point where it
the life of each one of their mem- seems to be difficult for many peobers in the defense of Peace, Free- ' pIe to say something, not only kind,
dom and Culture.
but constructive about anyone's
else att~mpts either in serving food ,
presentmg plays or in running a
Prom. One continuously hears sucn
To the Editor of T HE BARDIAN :
comments as "The food is getting
In spite of appearances, Commun- lousier and lousier" (from men of
ism has never rlourIshed merely by distinctive ability), or speaking of
logic. It could never have grown to the theatre, the trash that was put
its present proportions if it had on last year," or of the prom that
offered the world nothing more "if the dance committee thought
than Marxian ideology. Critics of more of the dance than their dates
Communism generally fail to dis- it would be much better."
cern this fact. They often make ' Not as a solution to any of these
pitiable attempts to prove the fall- complaints but rather as a stimuacy of its argument while overlook- Iant to saner thinking I should like
ing the root cause of its growth. It to present these questions. Has
has been successful because it pro- anyone considere~. the difficulties
vides men and women an opportu- of conductmg a .dlm~g ro~m where
nity for emotional self-renewal for the attendance IS hIghly Irregular,
regeneration if you will. It dem~nds : where there. are no ~arge c!ties near
of the individual a (.omplete per- for purchasmg f?r Immedla~e-use?
sonal dedication to the cause and Has anyone conSidered that m a rein return identifies him with a cent call for actors for a play two
group of ardent, enthusiastic fellow men showed up. for a try-out? Or
workers. Loyalty and sacrifice weld has. anyone conSidered the fact that
them into a single unit. The satis- ; until ~hree days befo~e th~ Prom
faction of such group life is the pri- commIttee had very htde Idea of
mary appeal of Communism. Con- the number that would attend
verts have learned by experience .hence ~he~ must spet;d a great d:al
that this is not to be found in either of th~lr time. worrymg about fmof the major political parties, in ances, that SIX .men came out to
fraternal organizations, nor in re-' ,h elp decorate With the result that
ligion as commonly practiced. Cer(Continued on Pa~e . Four)
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SPRINGFIELD WINS IP~~:R~~~~ HAMILTON STOPS
OVER BARD, 21-34;!

BARD ELEVEN IN
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BY THREE GOALS
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the results were indeed startling.
Tunis Again
ed by Campitello, near the goal hne.
For many years now, sports writ- The rhythm of the snake dance was
and
"intellectuals"
The referee declared it a goal but
ers the nation over have continu- irresistable
I Robson immediatel~ objecte? and
ously bewailed the economic tint in flocked from every nook and crainy
finally convinced hIm that It was
college football competition, and to to the cause of the rising chords
not a score. There was no other
Victors
But
Succumbs
To
such
an extent, that the public no and fading flashlight.
Opponents
It was undoubtedly the greatest
serious scoring threat in this quarlonger takes any interest in their
display of school spirit anu musical
ter until, with five minutes to go,
revelations.
Howe
v
e
r,
in
this
Running over a four and one-fifth Sharp took a pass from Bates and
month's issue of the Mercury, John talent ever seen in these parts, inmile course, the Springfield College then booted for the goal. However,
Playing before a spirited Prom R. Tunis offers a reasonable solu- cluding the days of the reverSIble
cross country team turned back the ball carromed off one end of crowd of some three hundrea peocollars. Panzer was continually
Bard's harriers by a 21-34 score at the cross bar and the score was still. pIe, the Bard eleven was nosed out tion to the problem by suppliment- "dished" and the "Old OaKen
ing
his
evaluation
of
a
college
eduSpringfield last Saturday. The de- 1-0 as the period ended.
in the final half of the soccer game cation with an evaluation of the Bucket" promptly brought to the
feat was the third in four starts for
In the final quarter, North, Pan- with Hamilton College by a 2-0 football "hero." The author of More surface. "Through Campus Halls
the Red and White, with one game zer's big center forward, twice com- score, for its third setback of the
Pay jor Oollege Football Stars feels Tonight" was not only a method of
yet to be played.
.
pleted solo invasions of our penalty season.
that
there is no longer any need to contracting a sore throat, but it beGillis, of Springfield, led the fIeld area and each time he was able to
During the first fifty minutes of reveal the existence of paid athletes came a reality as the long line wove
home in 24: 16. He was followed by recover the ball in front of our goal play, neither team was able to push
no reason to even object to a path from South Hall La Seymour
Testi of Bard, who ran his usual and angle it past Robson. Panzer's the ball across a goal line. How- -sees
the
practice
- but he abhors the and Hopson, via Albee.
good race, crossing the finish line first earned count came after five ever, the Red and White threatened
The call of the guillotine was
continuance
of
this policy under the
in 24: 55. Next were Hampson, Per- minutes of the quarter were gone, the enemy goal four times early in
sounded at timely intervals. The
guise
of
amateur
sports.
Behind
kins and Baker of Springfield, and the second, with two minutes of the first period and, during the redrums were rolled, the bass drum
placIng third, fourth and fifth re- the game yet to go. The final score, mainder of the first half, the action the true label of professional ath- thumped, and Messrs. Ackerman,
letics,
he
would
do
away
with
the
spectively. Jordy took sixth pla.ce Panzer, 3; Bard, O.
was confined to Hamilton territory. standard $60 to $80 a month wage Brewer, and Markle received three
for Bard, finishing in 25:45, whIle
The line-up:
With six minutes of the third and substitute a minimum wage gun salutes. The Cross Country
Kerley, running seventh, coverea
BARD (0)
PANZER (3)
quarter gone, Tucker lofted the ball scale that would give each player team, already entrenched in enemy
the course in 26 :01. Burnett and Robson
G.
Dlspenzire
toward the Bard goal. There was a his just cut from the net receipts- territory, were paid due and numPeabody placed ninth and tenth re- Scott
erous respects.
L.F.
Catale
misunderstanding between S cot t to each according to his ability.
spectively for the Bard forces. The Chute
And then on down to the chapel
RF.
Madjeski
and Robson, each thinking the othSays Harvardman Tunis, con- bell, which, when rung at the wrong
former's time was 26:11, (he was Merscher
L.H.
Boutsikaries er would take the ball and Wager,
only a step behind Snow), while Pickard
C.H.
Giraldi
playing inside right for the visitors, cerning the leasing of broadcasting time brings the RH.F.D. roaring
Peabody was clocked in 26:30.
Bjornsgaard RH.
Maltsman
ran between them and angled the rights to the Atlantic Refining down 9G with the throttle wide
Company by Yale University for open. However the Red Shirts are
Although Dr. Phalen's boys were Sharp
O.L.
Friedman
ball into the net.
beaten. they put up a great fight Bates
I.L.
Campitello
In the final period, a penalty was $20,000, "Now we can see where we on strike for a platoon system and
against a strong opponent. Ad~ed Stearns
C.F.
North
called against Bard for the use of are going. The colleges are frankly failed to rally to the defense of prito this was the dIfficulty of runmng Burnett
I.R.
Boccio
hands within the penalty area. Get- out for the dough. They have given vate property. Incidentally, with
over an entirely new course as this Weissberger
O.R.
Wells
man converted with a kick that up the simon-pure pretense and ad- the first sounds of the distant
is the first year of Bard's athletic
Substitutions Bard, Grandin, glanced off the cross bar and land- mit they want the money." Follow- church bells, the night watchman
relations with Springfield. Next Grey, Stewart, Kritzler; Panzer, ed inside the goal. Eleven minutes ing up this assertion, the author has awoke with a mighty grunt and
year's meet will bring Springfield Specter, Carr.
later the final whistle blew with the classified one hundred colleges headed for the chapel. However,
from coast to coast in tnree divi- when some acrobat began ringing
here on November sixth.
score standing at 2-0.
As in the Hamilton meet, the
Said Coach Ackerman after the sions; the Amateurs, Semi-Pros, the Hegeman bell, the poor fellow
The results:
....24:16 Bard men cut their respective times game, "I'm perfectly satisfied with and Professionals. Although Bard was caught between two fires .
.. S.
Gillis'H..
............ 24:55 in a manner that left no doubt as the game. There was a spirit as does not sponsor a football team, it
.. B.
Testi.. ....
A good time was had by all and
. ....25:15 to the squad's improvement. Testi never seen here before, both on the is interesting to note that among we hope this record breaking rally
... S .
Hampson ... ..
our
competitors
in
other
intercolle...
25:20
was
a
minute
and
one
second
under
1
field,
on
the
bench,
and
among
the
S
Perkins .... .
will be able to go down in college
....25:30 his previous mark; Kerley was a spectators ... The 2-0 score means giate athletics, the only three listed history as a pre-victory march .
. S.
Baker .. ..
(Hamilton,
Trinity
and
Wesleyan)
H
..
..
.....
25:45
minute
and
eight
seconds
better
nothing
to
me
except
that
we
lost
B
Jordy ... .
Shots At Random
... 26:01 than his effort of the Hamil~on the game. I'v~ heard a lot about are in the first group. Army, Navy,
B.
Kerley .. .
It looks as though Stearns will be
Dartmouth,
Harvard
and
Yale
are
26:11
meet,
while
Peabody
showed
an
lmhow
good
this
Hamilton
outfit
is
S.
Snow..... .
out of the soccer lineup for the re.........26:11 provement of one minute. Jordy, supposed to be and yet we orought classified as Semi-Pros, while Col- mainder of the season ... Wesleyan
B ...... .
BurnetL.
gate,
Fordham,
Princeton
and
Colfinishing
in
eighth
position,
was
a
them
right
down
to
our
own
level
....26:30
B ... ..
Peahody ......
beat Yale in cross country, while
umbia <shame on our Alma Mater) Springfield could only register the
minute and twenty seconds under and outplayed them."
----01---are in the last division.
his former record to boast the bigThe line-up:
same score against the former as
gest cut in time. Burnett and TravBARD (0)
HAMILTON (2)
Mr. Tunis is chiefly peaved at did our harriers . . . Perhaps that
er finished fourteen and eight sec- Sharp
O.R
Kirk
Pittsburgh for employing first class prohibition policy of Dr. Dodd's is
. onds, respectively, under their past Bates
I.R
Wager
"ringers" and a weighty toot ball going to work after all-following
m a r k s . : Stearns
C.F.
Laux
schedule in order to meet an annual the Princeton-Navy game only ten
Of interest to Bard rooters are Burnett
I.L.
d' Augustino $200,000 mortgage on a new stad- empty whiskey bottles could be unthe following notes: Jordy's time of Weissberger
O.L.
Getman
ium. "If it's all right for educa- covered by the campus police
24:53 would have won the Albany Merscher
RH.
Pelott
tional institutions to cash in on against 500 after the Rutger's game
race last year; Traver, who finish- Pickard
C.H.
Tucker
the ability of good football players, . . . There's a rumor flying around
ed in 27 :20 would have placed ahead Bjornsgaard
L.R.
Clartt
it's all right for players themselves that Fordham's Wojiechowiez will
of three men in the same meet. Scott
RF.
Kellogg
to cash in ... In brief, what I am be joined in next year's lineup by
In the fastest race ever run over Testi equaled the time set by Prit- Chute
L.F.
Boyd
trying to say is: for God's sake, a two current Frosh, Yudakaitais and
Bard's four-mile course, Albany chard of Hamilton in 1931 when the Robson
G.
Matthews
little logic! Or is that asking too Trojanowski ... Lou Gehrig is apState College defeated the Red and course record was first established.
----01---much."
parently serious in his desire to
White harriers by a 23-32 score on A glance through the files reveals
play "Tarzan" in the flIckers but
Through
Campus
Halls
Saturday, October thirty-first.
the fact that four men on this year's
It all began with the exotic gasps Johnny Weissmuller has no intenPaced by Hayes, who broke the team are faster than the second
of the bagpipes within the home of tion of switching to baseball . . .
course record, and Wilczynski, who 1 man on the 1931 outfit.
K.GX. A bass drum was soon add- Eleanor Holm Jarrett is proferring
equaled it, the victors were forced
The results:
ed, to deafening effect, and "Beat the desire to regain her amateur
to their utmost in overcoming a Haynes.
A ................. 23 :42
Trinity" was only thwarted by an standing as she reaps in the shekels
determined group of Bard runners. \VilczynskL. ....
A
........ 23 :55
The last game of the Interclass untimely cloudburst. On the eve of on a vaudeville tour . . . And, as
The Albany star finished the four Testi. ....
B
....... 24 :03
Soccer League was torfeited by the the Panzer-Springfield contests, a those remaining players in the Fall
miles in 23 :42, while his team mate Reynolds ....
A ................. 24 :26
Juniors to the Sophomores on Mon- snare drum and two lids from Tennis Tournaments seem to be
was clocked in 23:55. The losers Kerley. ..
B ................ 24 :2614 . day, November second, leaving the mother's kettles were incorporated saying amongst themselves, that's
were led by Testi who crossed the ' Peabody.... ..
B
........24:51
Sophs unbeaten, untied, and holders in the already melodious band and all for now ...
line behind the two State harriers DeRusso .... .
A ..............24:53
of the Interclass Soccer Trophy".::
in 24:03. Reynolds and Kerley put Jordy..
~
:::~~ ~~;14 with six points. On the heels of the The Interclass ,Basketball League: Is to appear more than clever;
up a great fight for the fourth posi- Johnson .. .
A
.......25:56
second-classmen were the Frosh opens on November 17, with the I have a suggestion to maketion, with the former edging out his Rickman .... .
B .................. 26 :28
with four points. trailed by the Juniors lined against the Sopho- Take all your criteria, good, bad,
opponent by a fourth of a second Burnett... .
A
.........27:00, Seniors with two and the Juniors mores. As in the cross country, onand inferior;
in 24:26. Captain Peabody took Russ ... ....... .
B ....... .........2:1 :20
with one. The fact that the team ly non-varsity men will be alloweu And call it an experimental mistake.
sixth place in 24 :51.
I Traver ..
standing of the various classes was to take part in the competition.
equivalent to the number of varsity This ruling, decided upon by the' Turn your thoughts to the kitchen,
players each group. claimed: had a Athletic Council this year, is an at- And you will improve erudition:
great deal to do WIth the fmal re- tempt to attract les3 skilled basketmore than you thinksuits. The Juniors were never able, ball players onto the gym floor and For a boy learns in classes, if he
to put a full team OJ:?- the fIeld an.d to so build for future varsity teams.
wins, loses, or passes;
were forced to forfeIt two of theIr
The schedule is as follows:
And you can't teach him much with
games for lack of players.
November 17-Jrs. vs. Sophs.
colored ink.
The Interclass Cross Country
November 19-Frosh vs. Sophs .
• •
me.et was likewise annexed by the
November 24--Frosh vs. Jrs.
Give him food, oh my master.
Sophomores with the Freshmen
December 1-Sophs vs. Jrs.
You will reach your goal much
second. Out o~ ~ field of fo~r, only
December 8-Srs. vs. Sophs.
faster:
: three men fmlshed; HarrIS and
December 15-Jrs. vs. Frosh.
It's an integral part of your plan.
Rockwell taking first and second,
respectively, for the Class of '38,
rom
' ungry use For every catalogue has shown;
And every hungry student known;
while Merriman, a Freshman, came
INSPECT OUR NEW BAR
It takes food to make a well roundin third. The .neligibility of the To the Editor of THE BARDlAN:
ed man.
varsity harriers was responsible for
TO THE DEAN
HUNGRY.
Ih:~~~=!::~~~~~~~~~'~'~'''''~'~'''''~'~~~~~~~~~~~~~::;' the small field and the non-repre- If the object of your endeavors
..". sentation of the Juniors.

Race Taken By· Gillis Of

Red And White Presses
Second Half Drive

. ..... H ...

STATE RUNNER
BREAKS RtCORD;
TESTI IS THIRD

SOPHOMORES
ARE UNBEATEN IN
INTERCLASS SOCCER

================================

. ... . . . .
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Letters To The Editor
(Continued from Page Four)

't he committee justifiably considered they could relax from "10 to
3:30?" And to continue on the
Prom, that custom at this college
decrees the second half of the
dance for "cutting" but that " cutting" cannot be spontaneous unless
the stags that adorn the fringes of
the floor became active enough to
start "cutting" so the men with girls
can keep it up. (I'll lay no stress on
the obvious fact that in a college in
the wilderness a man r;light conceivably want to dance with the
date he has brought and no one
else.)
To be completely sat.sfied with
the status quo is to let it stagnate
but if there are suggestions for improvement let them be directed to
someone who can do something
about it instead of to your roommate or dining companion who may,
quite possibly, not care a hoot about
your opinions on that particular
subject.
PRO BONO PUBLICO.
To the Editor of TIlE BARDIAN:
To offer destructive critIcism is
not my nature, so I will not say
what I thought of the last Prom.
But in as few words as possible I
will try to tell what a newcomer's

impressions and suggestions are.
It would seem to me that if the
dance committee thought more
about the dance and less of, shall
we call it infatuation, lor its dates
during the dance period between
,
.
ten and three-thirty a clock It wouL
be much better. In other words let
the dance be a little mor e spontaneous. Have a stag line, a big one,
sa that everyone can be cut in on.
Keep the thing spicy by not always
having the girl yo.u want .. Have
every one b~cOl~e mvolve~ m the
dan?e, mak: It vital. There IS plenty
of time durmg the week-end to get
together with one's date.
\Vhy not make the dance a community undertaking. As it IS now,
the Prom consists of two or three
cliques who mix in with themselves
and with no one else- somethmg
like inter-marriage of royalty.
On the other hand it is true that
if everyone took advantage of this
system and waited to take his oest
friend's date to the Prom. this system would not work. But it is my
belief that if the communitv cakes
these dan ces seriously and tries to
make things run smoothly as possible, that much will be gained by
having everyone on the Prom floor
involved with everyone else.
FRESHMAN.

Ivelopments

of the election was the
interest centered in and the interpretations given to the widely divergent for e casts of the nationally
conducted straw votes.
Of all the nation-wide canvasses,

the Institute of Public Opinion
Ionly
poll was predicted with a reason-

able degree of accuracy the Roosevelt landslide. Since this poll was
conducted on a scientific basis ballots being distributed to each' economic class in proportion to their
national numerical importance, it
may be assumed that this scientific
type of prediction is superior to the
straw vote which covers people
picked at random from telephone
books and from magazine subscription lists. All of the latter type of
p a II vastly underestimated the
President's str ength; they left a
vast class of people untouched, the
people who cannot afford telephones or m a gazine subscriptions.
Thus the sc.ientific type of poll
proves conclUSively that Roosevelt's
basic strength lies in his appeal to
the labormg man . The I a r g e
shrinkage in both the Communist
and Socialis t par-ty vote prove that
the lower classes, Lhe trade union
men, pin thei~ hopes for :conomic
betterment With th e PreSident. I
imagine w e have a ll sensed the tremendous social awal{ening that this
Are you snre you want everyone election proves to have taken place
"irl1'olved ?"-Editor.
among the lower classes of the
country. \Vith eighty percent of the
newspapers and eighty percent of
the wealthy class trying to persuade
To the Editor of THE BARDlAN:
the nation to rid itself or Roosevelt
One of the most interesting de- and his New Deal policies, his tre-

Poll Analysis

November 11, 193&
mendous victory certainly shows
that large groups among the lower
classes are well aware of their power and refuse to believe that the
wealthy men of Amenca will treat
them as well as a government
whose strength lies in the massed
support of working men.
With this in mind any conservative who belittles the possibility of
a Farmer-Labor group of major
party size in the 1940 elections must
remember that once the American
Federation of Labor feels that
Roosevelt has betrayed them by being too conservative, a third party
backed by a labor group all over
the country v ery probably will appear.
With such a set-up it is obvious
the pl'es ent attitude of the Republican party mig ht well be a mild support of those of Roosevelt's policies
which tend to conciliate the laboring class. Certainly they can only
hope to regain power by absorbing
the mildly liberal elements in the
Democratic party and era.sing from
the public's mind the conne ction between Republican, extreme wealth,
and 1929.
SOPHOMORE.

:More Hunger

To the Editor of THE BARDIA N :
Gentlemen, we are hungry. We
come to you directly from dmnerand lunch and breakfast- with this
r a ther surprismg statement. It
seems rather disgusting to us that list of several student signatures.
we go to the dining commons only -Editor.

There is no higher standard
of tobacco quality than the
Chesterfield standard.

to be served a second rate stew that
the Greeks in Red Hook would
frown upon. If we were paying for
inferior food, we should not feel
justified in making such a complaint; but the fact remains that we
are paying a great deal of money
for our board here, and we quite
frankly feel that we are not getting
our money's worth. Does not the
administration realize that there is
something wrong when everybody
makes a bilious rush for the .Jug
two minutes after the dinner bell
has rung. Do you honestly believe
that the campus cats would touch
the food that we are fed? 1 am in
a position to answer that question
with absolute firmness-they would
not!
We propose something like this ;
we shall pay one quarter of next
term's board bill and not say another thing about the food.
There is no reason apparent to<
us why the feeding of students
should be a money-making business.
Either call the thing a restaurant
and make us pay restaurant prices
or else give us meat taat was killed
in this decade on a slightly cleaner
platter.
In closing we want to say that it
is rather juvenile for stuaents to go
on strike about the food. It is not
only juvenile but wholly unnecessary under these conditions. But
hunger may lead to anything- and
we are hungry.
(Signed) HUNGRY STUDENTS.
This letter was accompanied by a

